
On a lighter note

The month of June has been a

cold month and we are happy

that it’s past us now and July has

welcomed us with some long-

awaited sunshine. Let’s hope it

lasts...
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Organic food is the
healthier option
because of what it
doesn't have:
pesticides and
preservatives.

We installed a standard tunnel for

him. It's already been put to good

use and he's farming a range of

crops. The produce looks healthy

and we are looking forward to

seeing more of this in the near

future.

Farmer of the 
month
Our farmer of the month is Mr

Macquire.
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Winter is generally a difficult month to farm due to the harsh weather
crops are exposed to. They are vulnerable to frost which destroys &
hampers growth which affects your expected yield. Fortunately for you,
if you happen to find yourself in this situation there's a solution to
salvage your hard work     nappy liners.

Nappy liners
It acts like a blanket, that you spread
along your beds which covers the crop
and protects it against those
unforgiving winter days. Hoops can be
used to create a tunnel-like structure
which is useful for crops that grow
vertically like tomatoes and peppers.
You can cover the row by laying it
directly on the crop with no damage to
the produce. If you’re laying the cover
directly on the ground, make sure you
leave enough space for crop growth. 

The edges can be sealed by using sandbags or soil. Greencon stocks
nappy liners, so if you're in need of some contact us.

Liner being layed down

Hooped liner

Pro tip
You can use wire/pvc pipes

to make the hoops yourself.

Frost Protection

REQUEST QUOTE

https://www.greencon.co.zw/contact-us/


Some projects we worked on this
month

Some things you might have missed
We're excited about the work we've done on the website

in the last month and we would love for you to check it

out by following this link.
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https://www.greencon.co.zw/


What to look forward to
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In the month of July we will be launching our blog, which will

have some fresh farming content, tips & techniques for both

seasoned and new farmers. So be sure to visit our website and

stay up to date. 

Thank you to all our valued customers for your continued

support and hoping for a fruitful 2nd half of 2020.

End.


